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Abstract
This paper describes the design and use of Chance-It, a
novel tabletop application that uses a strategy based on
spatial layouts to promote collaborative exploration of
digital content on a multitouch table used sequentially
by users in a shared space.
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Introduction

University of Michigan

Large
multitouch
displays
naturally
support
collaborative exploration of digital content through an
increased surface area allowing users to simultaneously
interact. The ability to spatially organize data leverages
our natural familiarity with the spatial organization of
the world [1]. A table’s large surface supports users'
spatial abilities [1] and supports direct manipulation, an
intuitive and controllable mapping between points in
local space and in screen space, without the need for
explicit
gesture
processing
[6].
Asynchronous
collaboration may be fostered both by capturing the
implicit tagging information of interaction data as well
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as by presenting it to subsequent users as a particular
perspective on content.
We created Chance-It, a novel application created for a
custom multitouch table we built and deployed in a
shared university design lab. Similar but unacquainted
users such as designers, programmers, and artists are
collocated in one design lab, yet their creations often
go unnoticed by potential collaborators. The application
uses spatial layout data from users' interactions with
digital images to infer users' perspectives on how
images are related. The aggregate data collected is
used to generate a visualization that promotes
awareness of others' perspectives on shared data.

Chance-it’s Design

Figure 1: Map (shown without additional
feature information) presented to user
after interacting with content.

Chance-it includes a website where users can upload
files, a Flash application for interacting with the images
including a visualization based on prior interactions,
and a custom multitouch table. The table resides in a
design lab shared by student designers, artists, and
programmers at the University of Michigan. In the
envisaged use scenario, one or more individuals
interact when randomly drawn images emerge and drift
in a circular motion across the table’s surface. A
returning user may also be drawn in having already
contributed to the mix via the web interface. In either
case, the user(s) is challenged to make quick decisions
about whether to retain objects on the surface or let
them drift off the edge by the rate at which objects
appear and the spatial limits of the tabletop. The
pictures she retains will need to be pushed into groups
such as clusters, or otherwise positioned to make room
for new content. One can touch photos to stop them on
the surface, drag them, push them off the surface, and
propel them using a flicking movement modeled on the
second law of motion.

When the session ends, a node-link diagram appears,
comparing the user's interaction to those of others. The
diagram first shows links between important object
pairs (explained in the next section). Additional
features based on prior interactions, such as number of
times an object was touched on average in a session,
can be turned on and off by touching a link.
Design Goals
Chance-It’s design is based on the principle of affording
spatial thinking and aims to realize three goals related
to designing multitouch applications for shared data
sets to stimulate awareness and collaboration.
Motivating principle: Afford spatial thinking. We
designed for simple interactions focused on exploring,
rather than editing, digital images to encourage spatial
organization. Our goal is to first investigate the nearcase analogy between shared multitouch systems and
conventional desktop applications for a single, taskfocused user. In particular, we aimed to investigate
whether the shared multitouch surface might be
employed to generate reusable metadata.


Specific design goals:

1. Expose users to others' artifacts. Chance-It
provides access to others' artifacts in a shared space
through an interface designed to be simple enough to
be used by a first-time user immediately, and inviting
enough to capture their attention. Images are
presented automatically, and simple rotational motion
creates a pleasant pattern as images gradually drift
toward the edges, and the aforementioned interaction
possibilities further invite users. Ideally, interacting
with others’ content will compel a user to visit the
Chance-It website using a URL posted near the table,
which offers a simple web interface for uploading one’s
own digital content to be added to the mix.
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2. Capture interactions with others' artifacts. As users
engage with Chance-It, their interactions with specific
images in the shared set are recorded. Spatial layout
information is an important feature, as the twodimensional surface of the table affords groupings of
similar items. Other captured features involve removing
images, sliding them, or touching them repeatedly.
3. Make it possible for users to trace how others'
responded to shared content. A primary intention of Chance-

It is to use captured spatial layout information as
implicit insight into relationships between digital
objects, to improve subsequent interactions with the
system by providing a more informed perspective on a
given photo. By using a simple, node-link map with an
explanatory label, we attempt to avoid confusing users
by including too much unnecessary information
immediately. An equally important consequence of
providing the information is that it naturally helps
promote awareness of others using the space.

IMPLEMENTATION
Application

Figure 2: Users interact with
Chance-It during a gallery
exhibition.

To calculate which pairs of objects the system should
link in the map, we adopted the technique used by [5],
which relies on pairwise calculations of a standard
Minkowski distance metric with a λ parameter of three
[see [4] for more on this metric]. This value of λ is
designed to capture people's intuitions about how two
objects (i and j) that are laid out on a surface are
related based on spatial distances. The following
distance transformation reflects the belief that people
are less precise about specifying large distances than
small distances.

While McQuaid and Laing also weight their distance
scores to account for different organizational styles, we
used unweighted scores in order to avoid applying a
prior model of user organizational styles before further
observation of interactions with the table.
We decided to display the three links symbolizing pairs
on which the largest disparity existed between the user
and group by default, using link width to show the
order of these differences.
Table and Multitouch
The Chance-It application is displayed on a custom
multitouch table (50" x 35" by 23") which we designed
for casual use by multiple seated users. The IR-based
table uses Community Core Vision's image processing
software [2] and the Diffused Illumination (DI)
technique to realize multitouch interaction.

Pilot Evaluation
We used an iterative, user-centered approach that
involved conducting several design reviews prior to
deployment. A pilot version of Chance-It was presented
during a two-week, public gallery showing. Users
sought more information on the intended use and
appeared to react to the application in two phases: an
initial phase of playful exploration of using the surface
by practicing dragging and sliding objects, which
gradually gave way to a second phase of focusing on
the intention of the application by creating groupings
by dragging and sliding images. We conducted informal
follow-up observations of five users once the table had
been installed in its permanent design lab location,
after adding information to help introduce users to
Chance-It’s high-level intentions and allowing them
time to familiarize themselves with interaction. User
comments and layouts support the validity of themes
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from prior research, including the tendency to consider
the surface as a backdrop against which to form
categories and other meaningful groupings (3 of 5
users). Two users who claimed they were directing
attention only to simple exploration of motion produced
layouts in which identical images appeared in the same
region of the surface. While users tended to create
basic-level groupings (e.g. "cats" or "trees"), one user
also grouped images into elements to go together in
narratives he brainstormed, in line with [7]’s insight
that groupings might correspond to objects used
together in a task. One observation suggested that
using spatial layout helps allow structure to emerge in
the case of ambiguous elements. One user designated
a region of the table for images she didn’t recognize
(forming a "heap" according to [7]’s taxonomy), so that
she could reconsider these positioning these images
between interacting with new images.

promote synthetic thinking and reflection on individual
versus group perspectives. This tension might be the
focus of future work that investigates potential design
strategies that leverage playful tendencies in order to
strengthen the likelihood that users will understand and
engage with the system more meaningfully.

Future Work

[2]

Incorporating spatial layout data in the design of large
socially-minded displays is a promising technique for
future inquiry, including comparing distance metrics
and incorporating more sophisticated weightings for
individual differences in organizational styles.
While spatial interaction behaviors were an important
pilot observation, Chance-It’s high-level goal of
fostering collaboration among peers is more difficult to
evaluate. Future evaluation might employ a longitudinal
study with semi-structured interviewing to investigate
how students use the table over time.
Pilot observations suggest a tension between users’
tendencies to co-opt the display for playful interaction,
particularly when users were new to using large touch
displays, and the system’s intended goals such as to

Conclusion
This paper has described Chance-It, a system created
to study how a multitouch table application can
integrate spatial layout information to benefit users. We
detail the model used to leverage the insight provided
by spatial organizations and discuss pilot observation
findings, including the spatial organizational tendencies
exhibited by individuals in exploring digital photos.
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